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The film follows the plot of Blair Willows , a poor girl living in the kingdom of Gardania , who wins an
annual lottery to attend a school for princesses: It involves princesses from other kingdoms coming in the
original Princess Charm School to learn their full potential. Blair asks her sister if their mother is okay, but
Emily tells her the doctors just said she was "comfortable". Blair wishes that their mom would get better, and
wishes that Emily could grow up in a better neighborhood, as the family lives in the poor part of Gardania and
have no money. Blair decides she will work hard for her family. On TV, Blair, Emily and their mother watch
as the lottery winner is picked: The winner was Blair. This is because Emily entered her several times. So,
Blair leaves to go the school in a carriage with a man named Brock. At the school, she is greeted by Prince , a
large dog that recognizes her. The headmistress of the school, Alexandra Privet , sees Blair on the floor with
Prince and takes her to her locker, explaining things about the school along the way. Grace, a small shimmery
pink sprite meets Blair at the locker by bumping into her with a cupcake. Every student has one. Blair uses her
magical locker to change into her school uniform, and Grace takes her to her dorm room to get settled. Blair
meets Princess Isla and Princess Hadley, her new roommates, and Caprice and Harmony, their own personal
assistants. They become good friends with Blair. They then head straight to Starlight Welcome immediately to
get their training crowns. At the welcome ceremony, Miss Privet explains to the girls, that they will get real
crowns one they have completed the semester with high expectations. A teacher named Dame Devin
announces she will quit teaching after her daughter Delancy Devin becomes princess of Gardania at the end of
the semester. She explains that she has lived at the palace since her sister-in-law, Queen Isabella, and her
family died in a car crash. Isla and Hadley discuss the legend that not all of the family died. They have a
curtseying class after the welcome ceremony, and Blair gets distracted by Hadley and Isla and bumps into
Delancy. Delancy develops a strong disliking for Blair. Hadley and Isla tell Blair they will be her friends, and
that Blair can do anything Delancy can do. Isla and Hadley try to cheer up Blair by telling her that Dame
Devin was once a lottery winner like her. However, no princesses picked her to be their lady royal, not even
Queen Isabella. Blair explains to her friends that she is adopted, and so is Emily. Miss Privet comes to tell
Blair some bad news, but stops when she hears this. Miss Privet tells her that Dame Devin wanted her
expelled, but Miss Privet knows about how Blair wants to become a lady royal to help her family, so she
wants to personally tutor her. She tells Blair that being a princess is about character and confidence. One
without the other is a problem, and she tells Blair that no one can make her feel inferior without her consent.
With help from Miss Privet, Blair greatly improves in her balance, grace, dancing and more. In the winter, the
students are joined by young men from the Prince Charming Academy for a dance class. Everyone else joins
in, but Delancy. When they are done, the men leave, but Miss Privet tells them they will come to the
graduation ceremony at the end of the semester. This is because they will have to see Delancy, the future
princess of Gardania, be crowned. In spring, two days before the coronation ceremony where the princesses
and lady royals will be crowned, Miss Privet announces that the girls will get to go to the palace for a table
manners class. Blair, Hadley and Isla go with their sprites to pamper themselves in the school spa, while Dame
Devin tells Wickellia to rip up their clothes. The girls go back to their room to find their uniforms in shreds.
Without their uniforms, they will not be allowed in the class, and missing classes gives you an automatic fail.
Blair refuses to let her and her friends fail, so she and their sprites fashion some new, personalized uniforms
using fabric from the old ones. They get to the palace just in time and get to explore the first floor before the
class. When exploring, the girls see a portrait of lot of Kings and Queens of the kingdom, but one portrait was
the most unusual for them. The person in the portrait looks like Blair, but is actually Queen Isabella when she
was 18 years old. Hadley and Isla thought that Blair could be the baby in the photo, because Princess Sophia
apparently died in the car crash when she was 1 on April 26th. Delancy eavesdrops and becomes disturbed
because her mother never told her these things. Blair is shocked and informs her that her family lives there, but
Dame Devin tells her she should leave immediately and move her family to a new home, not caring that they
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have no money. Blair runs away crying. She packs her bags back at the school, but decides to stay and find the
crown so she can prove she is the rightful heir and stop Dame Devin and Delancy. Hadley and Isla want to
help, so the trio plan and decide to go back to the palace that night before the coronation the next day to find
the crown. Before they can leave with a bag packed with tools, a fire alarm goes off. The girls are to be
detained until after the coronation ceremony, but while the guard takes them away to be arrested, Delancy
stops him. She claims he will have to follow her orders in a few hours when she is the princess, so she orders
him to give her his keys. Blair, Hadley and Isla go to the palace and Prince distracts a guard for them. They
use a rope to climb up to the third floor window and take an elevator to the basement. Hadley notices devices
on the walls, and recognizes them as laser alarms. There are invisible beams that will set off an alarm if they
are broken, so Blair blows some makeup powder over them and they become visible. Hadley shows some
impressive gymnastics skills by flipping to the other side, but Blair and Isla have to slowly make their way
across with help from Grace. There is a keypad that needs a password to unlock a door, so they try the date of
the coronation. They try the date of the car crash and it works. Blair and her friends find the magical crown but
Dame Devin finds them, and makes Brock, her guard, take the crown. She changes the password, with Isla
memorizing the tune of the buttons she presses, and locks them in the room. They are stuck in the room for
hours as the coronation begins and Delancy becomes moments away from being crowned. She tries to make
time while Blair and her friends figure out how to escape. Isla does the correct tune on the phone and they
escape. They arrive at the graduation ceremony just in time and Blair makes a claim to the throne, saying she
is Princess Sophia. Emily and her mother watched at home, shocked. The royal judge, who crowns the
princesses and lady royals, takes her seriously, but Dame Devin tries to stop her. They fight over the crown
before Delancy catches it and has to decide whether to give it to her mother or Blair. She gives it to Blair and
when she puts it on, it lights up and she transforms to look like a proper princess. Dame Devin exclaims that
she killed Queen Isabella and King Reginald just so Delancy could be the princess, so she is arrested, while a
disappointed Delancy watches her get dragged away. Blair makes a quick speech, telling her people of
Gardania she is honored to be their princess. Miss Privet tells her she can have time to pick a lady royal, but
she quickly picks Delancy, and she is crowned. Even Miss Privet dances, and Nicholas comes to Blair again.
He is unsure of whether to call her Princess Sophia or not, but she wants to continue going by the name Blair.
Emily and her mother come and Blair welcomes them to their new home. Starring the Voices Of.
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It was released on October 2, She awakes and aids the Nutcracker, but the Mouse King shrinks her by casting
an evil spell. The tale is enhanced with spectacular dance scenes created by the acclaimed choreographer Peter
Martins, and features the beloved music by Tchaikovsky. The real-life movements of dancers from the New
York City Ballet bring the beauty of ballet to the screen in a way never seen before. Grandfather Drosselmayer
and Aunt Elizabeth have different ideas about how to raise children. Clara fixes the Nutcracker and falls
asleep in her parlor with it but the parlor is invaded by a Mouse King and his army, searching for the
Nutcracker. Nutcracker comes to life and fights, but when Clara tries to help she is shrunk. When the army
retreats, thanks to Clara hurling her shoe at the Mouse King, Nutcracker tells her he only looks like a
Nutcracker because of the Mouse King. Clara receives a necklace which will let her return home at any time,
to her normal size, and she and the Nutcracker go through a mouse hole. It leads to caves made of ice, and
leave there thanks to snow faeries breaking the ice. He goes to inform his master and he sets the soldiers to
capture the Nutcracker. Clara and Nutcracker go to a destroyed Gingerbread Village and meet two children
and a horse. Clara learns that Prince Eric is the rightful ruler of Parthenia, but he mysteriously disappeared.
The group goes into a forest but soldiers chase them, so they hide in the treetops. They meet Major Mint and
Captain Candy, and some villagers, who interrogate them. Major Mint does not believe their plan will work,
but he and Captain Candy decide to go with Clara and Nutcracker. The children stay with the villagers and
Clara tells Nutcracker she has figured out that he is Prince Eric, but he does not want to be the prince as his
subjects think lowly of him; he just wants to make them happy. Meanwhile, the Mouse King punishes his
soldiers for not capturing Nutcracker and looks in a book for information about the Sugar Plum Princess but
finds barely any. He creates a rock giant to destroy the Nutcracker. They encounter some stepping stones and
the Major crosses but he knocks the Captain off. Nutcracker saves the Captain and helps Clara cross. They
then reach the Sea of Storms and Clara and Nutcracker go to find more supplies because Captain Candy lost
his bag. Flower fairies help the pair find food, but the rock giant finds them and chases them. It destroys a boat
the Major and Captain were building to cross the sea. The snow fairies turn the sea into ice and the group goes
with Marzipan across. Nutcracker cracks the ice and the rock giant falls through. Pimm tells the king, and he
makes another trap. When Major Mint, Captain Candy, and Nutcracker go into the fake castle, there is interior
but it is made of cardboard, as is the castle exterior. A cage drops on the men and captures them. Clara is alone
until the flower faeries bring a swing to carry her to the castle where the men are being held. Clara sneaks past
the Mouse King, who is building a bonfire in the castle courtyard. She comes to a dungeon and distracts its
guards, but the dungeon is empty. Clara realizes how unnatural it would be to post guards at an empty room
and, using logical thinking, smashes the invisible barrier which was hiding her friends. The group confronts
the Mouse King and he prepares to shrink Clara again, but the Nutcracker deflects his spell and the Mouse
King is shrunk to the size of a real mouse and flees into the sewers. Clara kisses the Nutcracker and he
transforms back into Prince Eric. Clara transforms into the Sugar Plum Princess and the palace transforms; the
bonfire is replaced by a beautiful fountain. The people of Parthenia all celebrate and dance, and Eric asks
Clara if she will stay. They open it and she unwillingly returns home, just before Eric can declare his love for
her. Clara wakes up to find herself on her sofa with no nutcracker. No one believes what she says about the
Nutcracker being a king, but her aunt comes in with a friend: He gives Clara her necklace and they dance.
Grandfather Drosselmayer reluctantly allows Clara to travel with Aunt Elizabeth.
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This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to
reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. November Learn how and when to
remove this template message Sophie Kahn wrote an adaptation of this well known fairytale titled "Dancing
Through the Night". Jeanette Winterson varies and adds to this tale in Sexing the Cherry, in which the old
soldier is a prince with 11 brothers, each of which marries a sister except the youngest, who escapes before her
wedding to the prince. This version takes extensive liberties: Significant changes were made to the story,
including reducing the number of princesses to six, and the soldier ultimately declining to marry any of the
princesses due to their deceitful nature. McKillip wrote an adaptation for the anthology A Wolf at the Door. It
has a few variations, the most significant being that the princes who the princesses were spending their nights
dancing with were actually dead, and planning to take the princesses away from the mortal world forever the
night after the soldier reveals what the princesses were doing. The story is set in Arthurian legends , with
Vivienne, the Lady of the Lake , as the mother of the twelve princesses. Episode 21, April 7, In this
adaptation, the king asks the Super Readers to find out where his daughters are disappearing to each night.
When their secret is discovered, the princesses confess to the Super Readers that they have been planning a
surprise party for their father, which everyone gets to attend. The underground kingdom they dance in is the
fairy kingdom, to which they have gained entrance by the grace of the Witch of the Wood. There were six
princesses as opposed to twelve, but otherwise the story remains the same. It turns out demons live within the
magical palace and have placed a spell on the fair maidens before the soldier realizes the truth and rescues
them. He marries the eldest daughter. In this version, the failed suitors are sent to prison instead of executed
and the king frees them once the soldier solves the mystery. Additionally the soldier acquires the magic cloak
and some magic shoes from a kappa and another demon who take the form of two men who were arguing over
the cloak and shoes. The soldier tricks them into competing over the cloak and shoes which allows him to steal
them, after which he discovers them to be demons. After freeing the girls from their trance he aids them in
fleeing from the demons though loses the cloak and shoes during the process. In this version, the protagonist is
portrayed as an unwitting war hero, and is offered milk, not wine, by the princesses. In this family friendly
musical, the 12 princes are sent to the dungeon after their failure to solve the mystery of the shoes but are
reunited with their princesses after the soldier, aided by a befriended witch, is able to do so. A web series ,
film, and two book series. The character Justine Dancer is the daughter of the 12th and youngest dancing
princess. Adapted into a play by I.
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They slept in twelve beds all in one room and when they went to bed, the doors were shut and locked up.
However, every morning their shoes were found to be quite worn through as if they had been danced in all
night. Nobody could find out how it happened, or where the princesses had been. So the king made it known
to all the land that if any person could discover the secret and find out where it was that the princesses danced
in the night, he would have the one he liked best to take as his wife, and would be king after his death. But
whoever tried and did not succeed, after three days and nights, they would be put to death. He was well
entertained, and in the evening was taken to the chamber next to the one where the princesses lay in their
twelve beds. There he was to sit and watch where they went to dance; and, in order that nothing could happen
without him hearing it, the door of his chamber was left open. The same thing happened the second and third
night and so the king ordered his head to be cut off. After him came several others; but they all had the same
luck, and all lost their lives in the same way. Now it happened that an old soldier, who had been wounded in
battle and could fight no longer, passed through the country where this king reigned, and as he was travelling
through a wood, he met an old woman, who asked him where he was going. He was as well received as the
others had been, and the king ordered fine royal robes to be given him; and when the evening came he was led
to the outer chamber. Just as he was going to lie down, the eldest of the princesses brought him a cup of wine;
but the soldier threw it all away secretly, taking care not to drink a drop. Then he laid himself down on his
bed, and in a little while began to snore very loudly as if he was fast asleep. And as for this soldier, even if I
had not given him his sleeping draught, he would have slept soundly enough. Then the eldest went up to her
own bed and clapped her hands, and the bed sank into the floor and a trap-door flew open. The soldier saw
them going down through the trap-door one after another, the eldest leading the way; and thinking he had no
time to lose, he jumped up, put on the cloak which the old woman had given him, and followed them. The
soldier wished to take away some token of the place; so he broke off a little branch, and there came a loud
noise from the tree. That never happened before. And the soldier broke a branch from each; and every time
there was a loud noise, which made the youngest sister tremble with fear. But the eldest still said it was only
the princes, who were crying for joy. They went on till they came to a great lake; and at the side of the lake
there lay twelve little boats with twelve handsome princes in them, who seemed to be waiting there for the
princesses. There they all landed, and went into the castle, and each prince danced with his princess; and the
soldier, who was still invisible, danced with them too. When any of the princesses had a cup of wine set by
her, he drank it all up, so that when she put the cup to her mouth it was empty. At this, too, the youngest sister
was terribly frightened, but the eldest always silenced her. The princes rowed them back again over the lake
but this time the soldier placed himself in the boat with the eldest princess ; and on the opposite shore they
took leave of each other, the princesses promising to come again the next night. When they came to the stairs,
the soldier ran on before the princesses, and laid himself down. Then they undressed themselves, put away
their fine clothes, pulled off their shoes, and went to bed. In the morning the soldier said nothing about what
had happened, but determined to see more of this strange adventure, and went again on the second and third
nights. Everything happened just as before: On the third night the soldier carried away one of the golden cups
as a token of where he had been. The king asked him. The king called for the princesses, and asked them
whether what the soldier said was true and when they saw that they were discovered, and that it was of no use
to deny what had happened, they confessed it all. If you liked this story, please share it with others:
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With unexpected help from the Notto Prince, the friends help rebuild the barn, and learn a lesson in patience
along the way. Rallied by a joyful song, and some helpful Glitter Ball creatures, Chelsea and Barbie are
determined to just keep looking until they find them! In Dreamtopia, a misunderstanding sends the Mopplekin
into a panic. Barbie, Chelsea and Notto must climb the Mountains of Mousse to get the correct message out
and bring the the Mopplekin home. They must find the source of the shocking problem or their Disco Dance
Party will be ruined. When she gets apprehensive about the Mullet Gullet challenge, she seeks the advice of
Forest Princess Barbie, whose encouraging words help her complete the competition. In Dreamtopia, the color
green is fading. With the help of her friends and Barbie, Chelsea finds the courage to sing out loud and proud.
In Wispy Forest, friends create fantastical woven creations but struggle with sharing them until a talking tree
needs help. Barbie, Chelsea and the others must work together, using their creations to help him reroot. Once
they hatch, Chelsea and Barbie quickly find out that being responsible for something small can still be a huge
undertaking! Chelsea and Rainbow Queen Barbie work together to build a kite, but put theirs aside to help the
Notto Prince re-build his damaged kite. He sends them all over the realm, wearing out their good intentions
right when he needs help the most. Chelsea and Barbie go off to investigate and through a song, Chelsea
learns to face her fears and discovers what was making the strange sound. In Sparkle Mountain, the
Apprentice Queens create a mess with their spell-testing. Chelsea builds a cleaning robot to help them out,
only it malfunctions. With the castle inspector on his way, Chelsea and Barbie must clean up the old-fashioned
way, with hard work. She picks Forest Princess Barbie, but worries that her simple gift is not enough, until she
finally learns that the best gifts come from the heart. This world is filled with mermaids, unicorns, rainbows,
and cotton candy clouds-everything a preschooler will love. Dreamtopia offers more than just the twists and
turns of a fairy tale, it also demonstrates carefully selected social and emotional lessons. From patience to
perseverance, each episode is an opportunity for your child to learn something new with the help of Barbie and
Chelsea. This activity guide will help you make the most of your Dreamtopia viewing experience. With this
guide, you can transform what your child views into meaningful conversations, fun activities, and valuable
learning. Barbie November 2, Sneak Peak [3].
Chapter 6 : Barbie (film series) - Wikipedia
Magic Fairy Tales - Barbie As Rapunzel is an interactive storybook adventure in which the player helps Princess Barbie
rescue Prince Galen. Imprisoned in her tower by an evil witch, Princess.

Chapter 7 : Barbie as the Princess and the Pauper Movie Review
Barbie: Mariposa & the Fairy Princess This fantastical CG animated adventure follows Barbie as Mariposa, a fairy
princess who is appointed Ambassador of Flutterfield, who is tasked with the mission of bringing peace to the fairies of
her land and their rivals, the Crystal Fairies of Shimmervale.

Chapter 8 : Barbie Dreamtopia: The Series | Barbie Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Barbie in the Nutcracker is the 1st Barbie movie. It was released on October 2, "BarbieÂ® magically comes to life
through stunning computer animation in this modern adaptation of the E.T.A. Hoffman classic.

Chapter 9 : Barbie as Rapunzel Movie Review
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The last movie, Pink Shoes, mixed the original and modernised Barbie but did not work and was unsuccessful. Now the
latest movie is back to original Barbie again YaaY! But unfortunately is so boring, my kids walked away.
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